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ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG
Gilt, 1983
Mixed media on Japanese clay
39 1/4 x 75 1/4 inches
(99.7 x 191.1 cm)
RAU-0006
$3,000,000

Robert Rauschenberg is one of the most
versatile and prominent artists of the
twentieth century American art scene.
Always in search of new languages, he
achieved a respectable fame in the 1950s,
a transition period from abstract
expressionism to a Dadaism influenced by
Marcel Duchamp that led to his combines
paintings of which he is considered the
precursor.
The story of ‘Gilt’ refers to 1974, the time of
greatest dissemination of his work. When
in the middle of a world tour Rauschenberg
landed in Japan where he began to
compose ‘Gilt’. Rauschenberg had always
been interested in forms of artistic
expression outside the European / American
world and in taking them to his own ground
to transcend the definition of ‘Western art’.
The title is a play on words with “Gilt”
relating to the golden background and the
recognition of both the “private” and
“public” versions of Goya’s La Maya against
the background of the Spanish Inquisition.
Gilt is an original painting and collage from
Rauschenberg famous Clayworks Paintings
produced between 1982 -1983, on Japanese
Clay, the result of a trip to Japan in the early
1980s in which Rauschenberg worked with
the great artisans of Otsuka Ohmi ceramics.

On fine thin ceramic plates, Rauschenberg transferred the central character in Goya’s
iconic nude “Maja”. Gilt is exactly the same size as Goya´s work and also serves here as a
well-known symbols of western art canon.
From that image of Maya, Rauschenberg superimposed with photographs taken during
his trips to Osaka, Tokyo and Nagoya. The round circles refers to the bases of the cups of
tea, like those of the ceramics factory. An advertisement with a lady in a stylistic
hairstyle also implies to the late Showa period in Japan, when Japan rebuilt itself
politically and flourished to an economic miracle during the 1980s. Characters from a
Buddhist temple announcement are incorporated as well, highlighting Rauschenberg’s
lifetime of experimentation with the ways the deluge of visual source in media culture
could be transmitted and transformed. Lastly, he painted in large brushtrokes,
accentuating certain areas, filling in backgrounds and so forth. This hand painting work
post-kiln were done on very few works from the Clayworks series.
Gilt, is not only a work of art, but an utopian vision and a commitment to achieve
cultural understanding and international peace through art. The result of this
collaboration was the Rauschenberg Overseas Culture Interchange project, whose
objective was to promote world peace through art across an association of Eastern and
Western artisans and artists.

LEE UFAN
With Winds, 1992
Oil on canvas
63 3/4 x 51 3/8 inches
(161.9 x 130.5 cm)
LEE-0007
$700,000

PARK SEO-BO
Ecriture No. 54-77, 1977
Pencil and oil on canvas
31 5/8 x 45 7/8 inches
(80.3 x 116.5 cm)
PARK-0001
$700,000

RICHARD NONAS
Untitled, 2016
Oil paint on wood
Dimensions: 14 1/2 x 9 1/2 x 9 inches
(36.8 x 24.1 x 22.9 cm)
NON-0373
$20,000

Richard Nonas was born in New York in 1936. He studied literature and then social
anthropology at the University of Michigan, Lafayette College, Columbia University and
the University of North Carolina. Following his education, Nonas worked as an
anthropologist for 10 years; he turned to sculpture in the mid-1960s at age 30. His
anthropological work left a deep imprint that affected his sculptural practice and his
engagement with the perception of space. Through a Minimalist vocabulary, Nonas
developed a body of sculpture that engaged with the issue of place.
In the 1970s, Nonas was a part of an intrepid group of artists and curators who found
alternative places to show. His work involved the alteration of the environment and
repeated geometric forms, and he came to see sculpture and space as interdependent
carriers of deep philosophical and emotional meanings. Many of his works – made of
such materials as timbers, linear beams, granite curbstones, and steel planes – rest
directly on the ground and function less as formal aesthetic objects, and more as spatial
markers. His forms serve to interrupt the space, calling attention to the non-specificity of
the forms on the one hand, while creating a charged sense of space on the other.
The artist has been the subject of institutional exhibitions, most recently including:
FiveMyles, Brooklyn (2020–21); Musee Gassendi, Digne-les-Bains, France (2019);
MAMCO Geneve, Switzerland (2019); ‘T’ Space, Rhinebeck, New York (2018); the Art
Institute of Chicago (2017); MoMA PS1, New York (2016); MASS MoCA, North Adams,
Massachusetts (2016); and the Walker Art Museum, Minneapolis (2012), among others.
Richard Nonas died at 85 years old, in May 2021 in New York.

RICHARD NONAS
Untitled, 1986
Oil paint on steel
9 1/4 x 8 3/4 x 6 3/4 inches
(23.5 x 22.2 x 17.1 cm)
NON-0006
$175,000

SHIGEKO KUBOTA
Winter in Miami, 2005
Video (color, sound)
Duration: 13:10 minutes
KUB-0006
Price Upon Request

Introduced to Fluxus in Tokyo in 1963 by Yoko Ono, Shigeko Kubota (1937–2015) arrived
in New York in 1964, already a working, exhibiting artist. Living first in the West Village,
and needing to expand their studios, Kubota and her partner, artist Nam June Paik took
one of the final Maciunas lofts available on Mercer Street in 1974. In Kubota’s poignant
and wry observations of the everyday, the artist merged vibrant electronic processing
techniques with images of nature, art, and personal life.
Winter in Miami (2005) is Kubota’s touching tribute to her husband, artist Nam June
Paik, who died at their home in Miami in January 2006. This innermost piece features
previously unreleased sound recordings of Paik at the piano in his New York home in
2005, playing haunting compositions that he wrote in 1945, when he was thirteen years
old. Layered footage of Kubota and Paik, sitting together in Miami in the winter before
his death, takes on the resonance of memory.
Kubota pioneered the artistic use of video only five years after the introduction of
consumer, nonbroadcast, video cameras and recorders. She was among the first to
discover the emotive potential of the combination of strong sculptural forms with
video imagery The artist maintained a constant video journal (Broken Diary, 1970–2015)
while at Mercer street until her death, leaving a robust archive in a studious and
laboratory-like loft, which now hosts the Shigeko Kubota Video Art Foundation,
committed to preserving and promoting her legacy.

KAZUO SHIRAGA
Kyoka Kenro, 1982
Oil on canvas
51 1/8 x 76 3/4 inches
(130 x 195 cm)
SHI-0048
$2,450,000

MARIO SCHIFANO
Coca Cola, 1978
Oil on jute and wrapping paper
43 1/4 x 31 1/2 inches
(110 x 80 cm)
SCH-0013
$400,000

CAROL RAMA
Arsenale, 1971
Rubber and acrylic on canvas
35 3/8 x 47 1/4 inches
(90 x 120 cm)
RAM-0058
$450,000

BIRGIT JÜRGENSSEN
Vertigo II, 1994
Black and white photograph, fabric
47 1/4 x 15 3/4 inches
(120 x 40 cm)
JUR-0108
€32,000

Born and educated in Vienna, Jürgenssen
died prematurely at the age of fifty-four. Her
artwork received scant attention during her
lifetime; however, recent monographs by
Gabriele Schor and Abigail Solomon-Godeau
have begun to spread awareness of the
depth and breadth of Jürgenssen’s artistic
achievement.
Growing up in the era of über-expressionist
Viennese Actionism and coming of age in a
conservative, male-dominated Viennese art
world, Jürgenssen developed an
extraordinarily rich private studio practice
that encompassed drawing, performance,
photography, and sculpture. Jürgenssen’s
drawings from the late 1960s reach into psychedelic pop culture, with fluffy, Lorax-like
trees and Yellow Submarine–style cartoon
characters rendered in exquisite detail and
glorious color. In the early 1970s, she
developed a surrealist trajectory that
provoked further dreamlike vistas.
Issues of gender are apparent in
Jürgenssen’s photographic works,
sculptures, and drawings from every period.
The body is implicated, with hair a particular
focus in works such as Mrs. Churchill (1976),
which features Winston Churchill’s victory
salute framing a triangle of pubic hair.
Elsewhere, mice act as ciphers to replace
bicep muscles, occupy beds, and integrate
themselves into books. Her shoe works
demonstrate a potential for seduction and
sadism. The self-portraits often represent
hybrid human forms, showing the female
body adapted and armored, debunking
gender codes and roles.

MARCIA HAFIF
Mass Tone Painting: Hansa Yellow, March 12, 1974, 1974
Oil on canvas
38 x 38 inches
(96.5 x 96.5 cm)
HAF-0028
$95,000

Marcia Hafif was born in 1929 in Pomona, California. In 1961, she set out on a year-long
stay in Florence, Italy. However, upon encountering Rome, she settled and spent the next
eight years there, making her first mature work. She exhibited her “Pop-Minimal”
paintings at her first solo show at Galleria La Salita in 1964.
Hafif returned to Califorina in 1969 and in 1971, she moved to New York City to search
out a return to painting at a time when the validity of painting was in doubt. Not finding
a satisfactory path, she woke on the morning of January 1, 1972, to make her first Pencil
on Paper drawing. Using short vertical marks, Hafif covered from top to bottom a 24 x
18 inch sheet of drawing paper. This method was later used in the development of her
“color study” paintings.
Exhibiting with Sonnabend Gallery from 1974 to 1981, Hafif developed series of
paintings that would become the basis of what came to be called The Inventory (Mass
Tone Paintings, 1973; Wall Paintings, 1975; Neutral Mix Paintings, 1976; Broken Color
Paintings, 1978; Black Paintings, 1979). Hafif continued to add to The Inventory, growing
into twenty-six different series of works including the Splash Paintings, 2009–10, and
the Shade Paintings, 2013–18. For the last three decades Hafif divided her time between
Laguna Beach, California, and New York City. She died on April 17, 2018.

MARCIA HAFIF
Mass Tone Painting: Alizarin Crimson,Spring 1973, 1973
Oil on canvas
22 x 22 inches
(55.9 x 55.9 cm)
HAF-0017
$45,000

ANNA CONWAY
Alexa, Siri, Landscape, 2018
Oil on panel
30 x 24 1/4 inches
(76.2 x 61.6 cm)
CON-0012
$40,000

Anna Conway (b. 1973) first came to prominence in the 2005 group exhibition, Greater
New York, at MoMA PS1, where her meticulously rendered paintings announced the
arrival of a singular talent. Her stylistic development has emerged from spectacular and
unpredicted encounters with natural forces beyond normal human experience, to a
more anthropological and psychological exploration of the human condition.
Conway’s process of conceiving and fully realizing her paintings without preparatory
studies necessitates continual additions and erasures, and the tracks and traces of meticulous revision present in each work render visible the same exacting labor that limits the artist’s production. The results are capable of producing in the viewer the same
states of transitory, emancipatory awe experienced by many of the paintings’ subjects.
Conway’s paintings are a testament to the continued relevance and fascination of the
centuries-old tradition of realist painting—an archaic practice, which seems to grow only
stronger with every passing year.
She has exhibited extensively in the United States and Europe, and is the recipient of
numerous accolades, including: the John Simon Guggenheim Fellowship (2014); the
Pollock-Krasner Foundation (2011 and 2005); and the William Metcalf Award from the
American Academy of Arts and Letters (2008). Conway’s solo exhibition is currently on
view at Fergus McCaffrey New York till Decmeber 23, 2021, with nearly a dozen paintings
tracing the development of her subjects and her stylistic and extraordinary technical
experimentation over the past two decades.
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